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DEPTH OF FOCUS 

Annette Kicken leads an internationally acclaimed center for photography. On view, 
the spectrum of the medium from the nineteenth century to today. 
 
 
Visitors to the Galerie Kicken at Linienstrasse 161A in Berlin-Mitte first pass through a 
starry sky, perhaps without noticing it. Look closely the next time. The gallery façade is 
covered with black-green mosaic tiles, between which individual small squares of silver 
shimmer. “When Rudolf and I moved in,” Annette Kicken remembers, “Thomas Ruff’s 
starry sky inspired the façade’s design.” The view from the back of the building onto the 
soccer pitch, illuminated at night, seemed to them both like a work by Andreas Gursky. 
Clearly, their life stories have been intertwined with photography. But there was also 
something else that united art dealer Rudolf Kicken, who passed away four years ago, 
and his wife: imagination and the perfectionist’s love of detail. He wanted the mosaic 
wall because it reminded him of a façade from his youth in Aachen, where he opened 
his first gallery Lichttropfen with Wilhelm Schürmann in 1974. And since Bisazza had the 
perfect black-green in its portfolio, but not the starry silver, the couple traveled to 
Venice where there is still a manufacturer that was able to back the right glass tiles with 
white gold leaf.  
 
The gallery moved to Cologne in 1979, where it showed photographic works by Umbo 
from the 1920s (Kicken met the artist personally) but also early American color 
photography, the Bauhaus, masters of Czech modernism, experimental works by Man 
Ray and Robert Mapplethorpe – many exhibitions that were considered visionary in 
professional circles. Even then, the pioneering gallerist did not limit himself to 
photography but also showed architectural drawings by Richard Meier or Hans Poelzig. 
But his primary dedication was indeed photography. “We were always working to 
elevate photography from the ghetto,” Annette Kicken explains. Once the gallerist did 
not take part in Art Basel to protest the medium’s relegation to its own section. But 
that was a long time ago. When Annette Kicken now sees MoMA New York and 
Frankfurt’s Städel hang photographic works side by side with painting, she can enjoy a 
feeling of “mission accomplished.” 
 
Before she met her husband, Annette Kicken studied art history and law in Cologne and 
Berlin, working simultaneously at Christie’s, completed a masters at the Courtauld 
Institute in London, and then supported the organization of Christo and Jeanne-
Claude’s project Wrapped Reichstag for a year. “I love art, but I’m also a very practical 
person and like to organize,” she says. Rudolf Kicken, who was then still in Cologne, was 
one of fourteen gallerists to found the Berlin art fair Art Forum in the 1990s. Annette 
was brought onboard as the fair’s director, but with love – they married in 1999 – soon 
came the decision to instead run the gallery together. Thus Kicken Berlin opened in 
2000 and has since expanded to a team of eight. Over the years, the gallery’s high-
caliber exhibitions have also set new standards: Umbo, Diane Arbus, Helmut Newton’s 
mentor Yva, the dreamy images of Pictorialism around 1900, but also contemporary 
works by Stephen Shore and Barbara Klemm, not infrequently in combination with 
works on paper or sculpture. 



 
The transition between dealing and collecting is often fluid. The Städel Museum’s 
groundbreaking approach to photography – treating it equal to painting – was the 
reason that the couple decided five years ago to give a significant portion of their own 
collection to the Frankfurt institution. The museum purchased 524 works, augmented 
by another 670 photographs that they gave as a gift – works from around 1900, New 
Objectivity, Bauhaus, and “subjective photography” – which amounted to a milestone 
for the Städel. 
 
After the death of her husband, which shook the art world, it was clear to Annette 
Kicken, mother to three young daughters, that the gallery’s work must continue. “It is 
also a cultural responsibility,” she explains. Yet one still wonders, how does she manage 
it all? 
 
For Berlin Gallery Weekend, the team is readying an exhibition in the series MIXED 
MEDIA. With earlier themes of portraiture, architecture, and abstraction, the current 
show is entitled About the Body. In addition to works by Klimt, Schiele, and Kokoschka, 
the exhibition concentrates on a more recent aspect of photography as a medium of 
documentation for action art. “I never could get very into Viennese Actionism,” 
Annette Kicken admits, but now she is enthusiastic about the images’ aesthetic qualities. 
“The happenings by Günter Brus can be wonderfully combined with abstract 
expressionism or with Schiele’s cutting-edge art,” she says. “The different subjects are 
what makes photography exciting.” 
 
Her energy is indescribable. Despite gallery business, showings at Art Basel and Paris 
Photo, not to mention her family life, she recently also brought another project to life. 
“Is it not so, that art, architecture, fashion, furniture design, all the creative sectors are 
converging?” The passion for building and designing, which she shared with Rudolf 
Kicken, she has now invested into a courtyard building on nearby Gipsstrasse, where 
she renovated six prewar apartments, outfitting them with the finest vintage furniture 
and art from the gallery. Umbo’s is the name of the project, which rents to creative 
types from around the world; each apartment bears the name of an Umbo photograph 
such as Träumende (Dreamers) or Unheimliche Straße (Weird street). One thing is for 
sure: without the Kickens, not only the history of photography would look different, so 
would Berlin.  

Lisa Zeitz 
 
--- 
Image Captions: The exhibition About the Body is on view in the gallery (here with kite 
photogram by Floris Neusüss) with a focus on Viennese Actionism from April 28. Kurt 
Kren’s film still Leda und der Schwan (Leda and the Swan) (left) documents a happening 
by Otto Mühl and Ulla Holzbauer in 1964. Bottom left, gallerist Annette Kicken. 
 
Image left: Courtesy Kicken Berlin/VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2018; right: Ludger Paffrath/Courtesy Kicken 
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